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ABSTRACT

Cell phones have become a vital part of everyday life. However, the health risks associated with their usage are often overlooked. Recently, evidence from several studies supports a growing claim that cell phone usage may have a detrimental effect on sperm parameters leading to decreased male fertility. Nonetheless, other studies showed no conclusive link between male infertility and cell phone usage. The ambiguity of such results is attributed to the lack of a centralized assay for measuring inflicted damage caused by cell phones. Study design, ethics, and reproducibility are all aspects which must be standardized before any conclusions can be made.
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INTRODUCTION

In today’s society, modern man strives to become increasingly efficient. Our fast pace lives have been the driving forces behind vast technological innovations such as the Internet, email, and most recently, the “Smartphone”. Cell phones have become a vital part of our lives, and as the social pressures for optimal efficiency increase, so do the technological capabilities of cell phones.

One, often overlooked, aspect associated with recent innovations in cell phone technology, is the impact of these devices on human health, more specifically male fertility. Recent innovations in cell phone technology may have a detrimental effect on male fertility, and maybe a growing factor contributing to male infertility. This article will focus on cell phones and dissect exactly what the recent innovations in technology mean for human reproductive health and male fertility.

The essential topics of this article comprise a basic description of the cell phone technology and pathophysiological effects of the emitted radiation from cell phone devices on testicular tissues and sperm function. In addition, analysis of emerging clues from laboratory and human studies will be discussed taking into account the controversy surrounding cell phone research. Lastly, a comprehensive future look into the ensuing fertility consequences related to cell phone technology will be discussed.

General concepts of cell phone physics and biological effects

Cell phones emit radiofrequency electromagnetic waves (RF-EMW) to nearby relay base stations or antennas. Our bodies act as antennas that absorb the radiation and convert it into alternating eddy currents. The frequencies of these radio waves fall in the low frequency microwave range (800-2200 MHz), therefore, this radiation is of non- ion-
izing type as the energy emitted is too low to break chemical bonds in biological system. On the other hand, the energy carried in extremely high frequencies (1,000,000 MHz) electromagnetic waves such as x-rays is so intense that the electromagnetic particles have sufficient power to break chemical bonds and cause serious damage to human tissue; this type of radiation is known as ionizing radiation. Our article will discuss the male fertility hazards associated with the low frequency electromagnetic waves produced by cell phone technology (1,2).

When speaking into a cell phone, the sound wave from the speaker goes through a transmitter that converts the sound into a sine wave. The transmitter then sends the signal to the antenna, which then sends it out into space in all directions. The transmitter in cell phone operates on about 0.75 to 1 watt of power, with 2 W at peak usage. This electric sine wave current running through the transmitter circuit also creates an electromagnetic field around it. As the electric current moves back and forth, the fields continue to build and collapse, forming electromagnetic radiation. Thus, cell phone radiation is generated in the transmitter, and is emitted through the antenna in the form of a radio wave (2).

Modern advances in cell phone telecommunication systems are associated with an increase in signal frequency, which correlates with higher energy radiofrequency waves. The first advent of the preliminary cell phone system was the Analogue NMT (Nordic Mobile Telephone) system which operated at 902.5 MHz in the 1980s. A decade later, the GSM (global system of mobile communications) succeeded it, operating at a radiofrequency of 902.4 MHz, pulsing at 217 Hz. The most recent DCS (digital cellular system) operates at a radiofrequency of 1800 MHz and has two additional low frequency magnetic fields associated with it (3).

Furthermore, specific countries differ in the frequency band at which the radio waves are transmitted. Most European and Asian countries networks operate at 850/900 MHz, while the United States network operates at 1800/1900 MHz. The higher the frequency the more energy the waves carry. With increasing globalization and demand for international travel, there are now phones which can operate in multiple countries, and are therefore considered “quad-band”, receiving all signal frequencies 850/900/1800/1900 MHz.

The impact of these radio frequency electromagnetic waves on the human body is measured via a standardized unit called the SAR value. The SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) is a measure of the rate of radiofrequency energy absorption in the body and is calculated as watt/kg. Device specific SAR tests are conducted with the wireless device transmitting at its highest power level in all tested frequency bands. Since 1996, the FCC (Federal Communication Commission), has required that the maximum legal SAR of any handheld mobile device should not exceed 1.6 watts per kilogram (4). From the year 2000 onwards, all cell phone manufacturers must place labels on their phones disclosing their radiation level.

Although SAR is determined at a cell phones maximum power level, the actual SAR value of an operating wireless device may be less than the reported maximum. This value depends on multiple factors such as proximity to a cell site, the proximity of the wireless device to the body while in use, the mode of usage of the device (talk versus standby mode), and the use of hands-free (Bluetooth) devices (4).

Lastly, every country has specific government agencies, which are responsible for the regulation of electromagnetic radiation devices. In the United States there are the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), which is part of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), along with the FCC and the US Environmental Protection Agency; in the United Kingdom there is the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB), and in Brazil there is ANVISA (Agencia Nacional de Vigilancia Sanitaria). Each agency is responsible for issuing evaluation bulletins, which highlight current regulations and also provide the government’s stand on health concerns (4).

Effects of Radio-Frequency Radiation on Gross Health

The exact underlying pathophysiologic mechanism of cell phone related health impacts is not entirely known. However, there are two proposed cell
phone related biological effects on the human body. The first is termed a “thermal effect” which occurs at particularly high frequencies where the radio-frequency radiation has heating properties which may lead to an increase in tissue or body temperature. Thermal effects may cause disruption of cell function and development (5). The inflicted tissue damage in humans could occur due to the body’s inability to dissipate the excessive heat. The eye and the testes are particularly vulnerable due to relative lack of blood flow to dissipate the excessive heat load (6). The second is the “non-thermal effect” which is manifested by disruption of cell membrane integrity due to passage of electrically shaking eddy current formed from body absorption of EMW, endothelial dysfunction and alterations in the blood-brain barrier, cellular signal transduction effects, immune system effects and nervous system excitability defects (7-11). More realistically, the mode of action of RF-EMW is probably a combination of the thermal and nonthermal effects.

Many studies have analyzed the effects of cell phones on general human health (Figure-1). Alteration in electroencephalograph (EEG) pattern, sleep pattern and neuroendocrine functions have been observed with increased cell phone usage (12,13). Furthermore, usage of cell phones has been associated with difficulty in concentration, fatigue, and headache (14). Cell phone exposure has also been shown to increase resting blood pressure (15). Also, EMW radiation may alter hormone secretion, such as follicle-stimulating hormone, due to deformation of Leydig and Sertoli cells, which may lead to altered cell proliferation (16). Although it is not completely clear how the EMWs cause these changes, there is substantial evidence pointing towards a decrease in normal body function.

Cell Phone Usage & Male infertility

Proper analysis of the impact of cell phone EMW on male reproductive function comprises careful examination of the available data retrieved from different animal and human studies on cell phone related semen alteration and deranged histological testicular changes.

1. Altered semen quality in animal and human studies

Infertility represents one of the most common diseases and affects between 17 and 25% of couples. Of these, male factor infertility is responsible for approximately 50% of the infertility cases (17). There are a number of studies, albeit limited in design, which point to cell phones as one of the causative agents in this increasing male contribution to infertility. Many studies suggest a link between cell phone usage and alterations in sperm count, motility, normal morphology, and viability (Table-1).

Figure 1 - Effects of Cellular Phone Usage on the Human Body. Usage of cellular phones is associated with alterations in various body systems including the central nervous system, cardiovascular system, and male reproductive system. Adapted from Makker 2009 (115).
### Table 1 - Recent Cell Phone Studies - Supportive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>n/species</th>
<th>Age/category</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kesari '10 (111)</td>
<td>12/ Wistar rats</td>
<td>70 day old, ~200 g body weight</td>
<td>RF-EMR 0.9 w/kg SAR @ 2 h/day x 35 days</td>
<td>Reduction in Protein Kinase C, increased apoptosis</td>
<td>Significant decrease in total sperm count as well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Iuliis '09 (112)</td>
<td>22/ human</td>
<td>24.1 ± 1.1y. normospermic</td>
<td>RF-EMR 1.8 GHz @ 0.4 W/kg - 27.5 W/kg SAR. Incubated at 21 C for 16 h</td>
<td>Motility &amp; vitality significantly decreased, mitochondrial ROS significant increase, 8-OHdG significant increase</td>
<td>Thermal effect minimized via incubation for 2h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarwal '09 (20)</td>
<td>32/ human</td>
<td>28.2 ± 4.1y. normospermic (23 men), and oligospermic (9 men)</td>
<td>RF-EMR 850 MHz @ 1.46 W/kg. Exposed at distance of 2.5 cm for 60 min</td>
<td>Motility &amp; viability significantly decreased, increased in ROS level, decreased in ROS-TAC score</td>
<td>Phones were kept in talk mode, no difference was found in DNA damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarwal '08 (80)</td>
<td>361/ human</td>
<td>31.81 ± 6.12y. Normospermic (297), oligospermic (64)</td>
<td>[Retrospective] 4 groups: no use, little use (&lt; 2h/day), mid use (2-4h/day), high use (&gt; 4h/day)</td>
<td>Decreased sperm count, motility, viability, and morphology with increased use.</td>
<td>Analyzed difference between normospermic &amp; oligospermic men. Found no difference, effects are same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wdowiak '07(19)</td>
<td>304/ human</td>
<td>Males of reproductive age visiting an infertility clinic</td>
<td>[Retrospective] 3 groups: No cell phone use (99 men), Sponadic cell phone use over last 1-2 years (157 men), regular cell phone use for more than 2 years (48 men)</td>
<td>A decrease in the % of live vital, progressive motile sperm with increased exposure. An increased in the % of abnormal morphology sperm with increased exposure.</td>
<td>No specific age range is defined, also do not examine effects of smoking in terms of sperm quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yan '07 (113)</td>
<td>16/ Sprague-Dawley rats</td>
<td>3-month-old, weighing 250-300 g</td>
<td>RF-EMR 1.9 Hz @ distance of 1 cm for 6 h/day x 18 weeks</td>
<td>Statistically significant (P &lt; 0.05) decrease in sperm motility</td>
<td>Majority of sperm cells in the exposure group were dead, where as in the control group the majority were alive with constant, active motility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Species</td>
<td>Age/Condition</td>
<td>Exposure Details</td>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eroğlu '06 (114)</td>
<td>27/ human</td>
<td>Males of reproductive age, Normospermic</td>
<td>RF-EMR 900 MHz for 5 min</td>
<td>Statistically significant (P &lt; 0.05) decrease in rapid progressive motility, increased in slow progressive, and increased in immotile sperm</td>
<td>Used neat samples from volunteers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fejes '05 (18)</td>
<td>371/ human</td>
<td>30.8 ± 4.4y, Oligospermic</td>
<td>[Retrospective] 2 groups: Low transmitter (&lt; 15 min/day), high transmitters (&gt; 60 min/day)</td>
<td>Proportion of rapid progressive motile sperm decreased, increased. Proportion of slow progressive motile sperm increased.</td>
<td>Also analyzed possession time: increased possession lead to decreased rapid progressive motile sperm, and increased slow progressive motile sperm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aitken '05 (25)</td>
<td>26/ CD1 Swiss mice</td>
<td>30-35 g body weight</td>
<td>RF-EMR 900 Mhz @ 90 mW/kg for 12 h/day x 7 days</td>
<td>Statistically significant DNA damage in the mitochondrial genome and nuclear beta-globin locus</td>
<td>Thermal effect ruled out due to SAR &lt;4 W/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasdag '99 (28)</td>
<td>Mice</td>
<td></td>
<td>RF-EMR @ 0.141 W/kg. 2 groups: 2 h/day at standby for 1 month; 2 h/day with 1 min exposure on talk mode three times in those 2 h x 1 month.</td>
<td>Decrease in epididymal sperm count (not statistically significant p &gt; 0.05)</td>
<td>Also found statistically significant decrease in seminiferous tubular diameter P &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In a retrospective study involving 371 men of reproductive age, the duration of possession of cell phones and the daily transmission time had a significant negative correlation with the proportion of rapid progressive motile sperm ($r = -0.12$ and $r = -0.19$, respectively), and a significant positive correlation with the proportion of slow progressive motile sperm ($r = 0.12$ and $r = 0.28$, respectively) (Figure-2). Therefore, the prolonged use of cell phones may have negative effects on the sperm motility characteristics (18).

Wdowiak et al. performed another retrospective study involving 304 men of reproductive age and noted that there was a significant decrease in the percentage of sperm cells with normal forward progressive motility in correlation with the frequency of cell phone usage. In this study, 65.7% of patients without cell phones had over 50% of sperm with forward progressive motility whereas only 17% of patients who frequently (regular phone use for more than 2 years) used cell phones had over 50% of sperm with forward progressive motility (19).

Furthermore, Agarwal et al. conducted a prospective in vitro pilot study, exposing 32 neat semen samples to EMW radiation (1.46 W/kg SAR x 60 min.). The authors showed a significant decrease in sperm motility and viability, as well as an increase in ROS levels coupled with a decrease in ROS-TAC score, compared to the unexposed group. It was concluded that RF-EMW emitted from cell phones can lead to an increase in oxidative stress in human spermatozoa yielding decreased motility and viability characteristics (20). Lastly, a pilot study by De Iuliis explored that human spermatozoa shows dramatic decline in both sperm vitality and motility in response to RF-EMR (at 1.8 GHz with a SAR of 27.5 W/kg) (21).

In addition to alterations in sperm motility, there are observed decreases in normal sperm morphology and count correlated with duration of cell phone usage. Wdowiak et al. noted a significant increase in the percentage of sperm cells with abnormal morphology associated with the duration of exposure to the EMW emitted by GSM cell phones. 55.6% of patients without cell phones had over 30% normal sperm morphology, whereas only 16.7% of patients who frequently (regular phone use for more than 2 years) used cell phones had over 30% normal sperm morphology (19).

Agarwal et al. carried out an observational study of 361 men to determine whether there is a cor-

\[ \text{Figure 2 - Cell Phone Usage and Sperm Motility.} \]

A. Increasing cell phone usage (in minutes) is inversely correlated with the percentage of rapid progressive motile sperm.
B. Increasing cell phone usage (in minutes) is correlated with an increase in slow progressive motile sperm. Adapted from Fejes 2005 (18).
relation between cell phone usage and sperm morphology. Men were divided into four usage groups: no use, < 2 h/day, 2-4 h/day, and > 4 h/day. The authors reported a statistically significant difference in mean WHO normal morphology between the low usage groups and the high usage groups (40.32 ± 13.06 vs. 18.40 ± 10.38). In addition, the same study found statistically significant differences in sperm motility and viability the usage groups (Figure-3) (22).

A Hungarian observational study on men attending infertility clinic showed significant reduction in sperm count related to cell phone handling. This study followed 231 men over a 13-month period, and showed that for heavy users of cell phones, sperm counts were, on average, 30% lower than men who did not have or use a cell phone (18).

Moreover, in an animal study when rats were exposed to electromagnetic radiation via cell phones (2h/day x 35 days at 0.9 SAR), the exposed group had a decreased mean value of total sperm count (31.14 ± 13.6 vs. 61.33 ± 3.68), and an increased mean percentage of apoptotic cells (13.15 ± 1.26 vs. 5.93 ± 1.64 %) (23). Salama et al. conducted a study on rabbits and showed that mobile phone (GSM mode, 800 MHz, standby status) exposure for 8 hours/day led to a significant decline in the sperm count after 8 weeks of exposure and decrease in motility after 10 weeks of exposure (24). In contrast, other studies did not show a correlation between cell phone EMW radiation and alteration in sperm count (9, 18, 25, 26).

Overall, a large number of studies suggest a strong negative correlation between cell phone usage and a significant decreases in the normal characteristics of spermatozoa such as motility and morphology. However, there are conflicting reports regarding correlation with sperm count suggesting the need for more research in this area.

2. Histological changes in male reproductive organs in human and animal studies

Many animal studies examined the histopathological testicular changes due to cell phone EMW radiation. These changes are governed by the duration of cell phone exposure, SAR, and energy of the EMW. Reduction of testicular size has been noticed in varying reports (27). Other reports showed a de-

![Figure 3 - Differences in semen parameters between cell phone users. The x-axis lists the eight sperm parameters which were studied between the four groups: 1 = volume; 2 = liquefaction time; 3 = pH; 4 = viscosity; 5 = sperm count; 6 = motility; 7 = viability; 8 = percent abnormal morphology. Parameters 1-3 showed not differences, whereas parameters 4-8 showed statistically significant differences between the low usage groups and the high usage groups. Adapted from Agarwal 2008 (80).](image-url)
crease in the diameter of seminiferous tubes and epithelial thickness (24,26,28,29). Saunders and Kowalczyk showed significant degeneration of the mice seminiferous epithelium due to exposure to microwave radiation of 50 mW/cm² at a frequency of 2.45 GHz for 30-40 minutes (30). Killari et al. were able to show EMW radiation related ultrastructural changes in seminiferous tubules, Leydig cells and spermatids in rats’ testis (31). However many other studies found no histological changes in the animal testicular tissues exposed to the frequency of cell phone EMW (26,32-34). Moreover, there is a lot of controversy surrounding the usage of animals such as mice or rats to examine the possible deleterious effect of EMW on testicular tissues. This is due to the small size of the testis, their hidden position on the body, and their free mobility into the abdomen through the inguinal canal.

Postulated mechanisms of cell phone related male fertility impairment

There are several postulated mechanisms that can highlight the cell phone related impairment in male reproductive potential. All these mechanism rely on the common mobile phone effects on biological system, namely thermal and non-thermal effects.

1. Thermal effects on male reproductive organs

Testis depends mainly on surface conduction rather than blood flow for temperature control; this represents an important target for thermal effect of RF-EMW (28). Because the testis is a superficial organ, it may absorb more EMW energy than other organs. Human testes need physiological temperature 2°C lower than body temperature for optimal spermatogenesis and an elevation of testicular temperature may be reversible detrimental factor to sperm production (35,36).

Some authors have demonstrated that acute EMW exposure can have direct effect on seminiferous tubular epithelium through increase in testicular temperature (30,37,38). They exposed mice to 2.45 GHz (30 W/kg), 1.7 GHz (50 mW/cm²), and 2.45 GHz (44 W/kg) respectively and showed altered histology of seminiferous tubular epithelium and deranged semen parameters such as sperm count, sperm morphology. However, the EMW energy used in these studies is too high and greater than the EMW energy emitted by modern cell phones. Recent reports state that thermal effect of EMW emitted from commercial cell phones is negligible particularly at SAR < 2 Watt/kg (8,9,39). It is estimated that only a SAR value greater than 4 W/kg could result in a temperature increase of 1°C.

Yan et al. conducted an animal study on rats in which rigorous measurements of surface and core body temperature were taken by sensitive electronic temperature probes placed adjacent to the rats’ faces and rectums. The authors noticed that the mean face temperature of the experimental group exposed to the full 6 hours of EMW of cell phone at SAR of 1.80 W/kg did not differ from that of the control group, and the rectal temperatures of both groups were virtually identical (9). Therefore, at this time there is no clear-cut evidence which supports the thermal effect of cell phone radiation on the human body.

2. Non-thermal effects of cell phone radiation

This effect is still under scrutiny and comprises a wide array of different metabolic pathways. The main mediator of these pathways is oxidative stress. However, direct damage of RF-EMW has been also implicated (Figure-4).

a - Oxidative stress

Oxidative stress is established whenever there is excess production of ROS that overwhelms the neutralizing capacity of cellular antioxidants. Oxidative stress (OS) generated in the testicular organ due to mobile phone exposure leads to a build up of free radicals and ROS levels in sperm (40). OS has been implicated as one of the main culprit in male infertility (41-44).

Sperm are susceptible to damage from OS due to the high content of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) in their membranes and their limited stores of antioxidant enzymes (45). Oxidative stress has been known for some time to limit the fertilizing potential of human spermatozoa through
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the induction of peroxidative damage to the sperm plasma membrane (46). ROS is also able to damage many biomolecules including DNA, enzyme, lipids, and protein.

Evidence of cell phone induced oxidative stress in semen comes from animal and human studies. Grundler et al. were the first to demonstrate that EMW induce free radical activity in cells (47,48). Animal studies have shown various examples of cell phone induced OS in the eyes, brain, kidneys and endometrial lining of uterus (48,49-52). Most recently, Kesari et al. have also shown a significant increase in ROS level in the semen of male rats exposed to mobile phone (58.25 ± 10.36 mg/L) as compared with the semen of sham exposed animal (41.78 ± 12.93 mg/L) (P = 0.035) (40).

Human studies also examined ROS and TAC in semen of men exposed to cell phone radiation in form of in vitro studies. Agarwal et al. divided neat semen samples from a group of fertile and infertile men into two aliquots. One aliquot (experimental) from each patient was exposed to cellular phone radiation (in talk mode) for 1h, and the second aliquot (unexposed) served as the control under iden-

![Diagram of the biological effects of RF-EMR on male reproductive pattern.](image-url)

**Figure 4** - A summaries of the biological effects of RF-EMR on male reproductive pattern. This figure indicates calcium efflux and enhanced ROS due to mobile phone radiation can cause several changes at enzymatic and hormonal level, which may result infertility. Adapted from Desai 2009 (27).
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tical conditions (20). The authors discovered that samples exposed to RF-EMW showed a significant decrease in ROS level, and a decrease in ROS-TAC score, as well as a derangement of semen parameters such as motility and viability. Moreover, De Iuliis carried out a pilot study by exposing purified human sperm to a wide range of radio-frequency electromagnetic radiation (20). The authors reported that with increasing SAR, the cytoplasmic content of ROS as well as mitochondrial generation of ROS and DNA fragmentation were significantly increased accompanied by progressive decrease in sperm motility and vitality (21). The author showed that the power density and frequency range of mobile phones enhance mitochondrial ROS generation in human spermatozoa which stimulates DNA base ad duct formation and ultimately causes oxidative DNA fragmentation (21). The source of the free radicals responsible for generating such stress appears to be the mitochondria. However, the factors responsible for inducing the mitochondria to leak electrons and propagate the production of ROS have not yet been elucidated (53).

On the other hand, Falzone et al. examined ROS production due to cell phone radiation on ejaculated, density purified, leukocyte free, highly motile human spermatozoa at two different SAR of 2.0 and 5.7 W/kg. There was no significant difference in ROS production in comparison with the controls. These authors concluded that the excess ROS detected in other studies could be attributed to the presence of leukocytes, whereas these leukocytes were removed from their samples (54).

Besides the generation of ROS, the electromagnetic field emitted from various devices (mobile phones and microwave ovens) may alter antioxidant enzyme activity (27,40,55,56). Moustafa et al. demonstrated a decrease in the activity of antioxidant enzymes such as superoxide dismutase and glutathione peroxidase in erythrocytes in humans exposed to RF-EMW (57). Chronic exposure to RF-EMW decreases the activity of catalase, superoxide dismutase (SOD) and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px), and thus decreases the total antioxidant capacity in different organs of the body (26,28,32,51,58). A decrease in the level of SOD activity suggests an increase in the generation of reactive superoxide ions (59).

Regarding seminal level of antioxidant enzymes, Kesari et al. conducted animal studies to examine the changes in antioxidant enzymes in response to cell phone exposure. They confirmed a decrease in glutathione peroxidase and superoxide dismutase and an increase in catalase levels at SAR 0.9 W/kg (40).

Studies have also demonstrated that antioxidants such as melatonin, caffeic acid, phenyl ester, vitamin C, and vitamin E prevent oxidative stress or apoptosis caused by RF-EMW in different animal tissues (49,50,58). There has also been a demonstrated reduction in 6-hydroxymelatonin sulfate (6-OHMS) level in the urine among individuals using a cell phone for over 25 minutes/day (60). 6-OMHS is the urinary metabolite reflecting the serum level of the pineal hormone melatonin. Melatonin is a known antioxidant which protects against lipid peroxidation in the retina, brain, liver cells, and human sperm (61). Therefore, exposure to cell phones may be correlated with significant decrease of melatonin in the body, making spermatozoa more susceptible to reactive oxygen species attack.

It can be concluded that the increased risk of oxidative stress in semen due to cell phone radiation is real. However, this risk burden is determined by duration of handling of phones, frequency of EMW, SAR and proximity to the male reproductive organs.

b-Alteration of sperm cell membrane potential and signal transduction

EMW can generate alternating current across negatively charged cell membrane when our bodies act as antennas that absorb the EMW radiation and convert it into alternating eddy currents. Cations such as calcium and magnesium bind naturally to negative charged cell membrane which contains islands of proteins embedded in a sheet of negatively charged phospholipids. Positive ions fit between the negatively charged phospholipid molecules and reduce their tendency to repel one another contributing to cell membrane stability (62-64). Pulsed radio waves from mobile
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Sperm are electrically active motile cells and their flagellar motility is determined by cAMP and calcium content. Calcium efflux from the cell in response to the eddy currents across the plasma membrane leads to impaired sperm motility which can be seen in various studies (69-72). Furthermore, The altered calcium homeostasis has dramatic consequences on other metabolic pathways in the cell.

Figure 5 - Effects of RF-EMW on cellular macromolecules.

The figure shows various cellular targets of radiofrequency electromagnetic waves (RF-EMW). Exposure to RF-EMW can induce alteration in plasma membrane potential and calcium efflux with resultant calcium depletion which leads to decrease the activity of protein kinase C (PKC). This decrease leads to alteration in many enzymes, ion pumps, channels and proteins as well as inducing apoptosis. RF-EMW induces ROS production through effect on mitochondrial membrane bound NADH oxidase. ROS has impact on PKC, histone kinase, heat shock protein, DNA and apoptosis. Heat shock protein (hsp) increase in response to electromagnetic radiation and ROS. Hsp slows the metabolism of the sperm and impairs the blood testis barrier. Hsp interferes with apoptosis of damaged and transformed sperm. Genotoxic effect of RF-EMW on sperm is either through ROS production or through direct clastogenic chromatin breaking effect.

phones generate shaking currents that drive calcium ions on and off the membranes (65-68). The depleted calcium is replaced by potassium, which renders the cell membranes weak and leaky, because potassium has limited ability to stabilize the membrane. The evidence of this EMW effect on cell membrane is revealed by electrophysiological studies on nerve cells.
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because calcium is one of the intracellular secondary messenger molecules (Figure-5). Protein kinase C (PKC) is one of these pathways. PKC is a family of enzymes that are involved in controlling the function of other protein pumps and channels through the phosphorylation of hydroxyl groups of serine and threonine amino acid residues in these proteins (73-77). PKC enzymes in turn are activated by signals such as increases in the concentration of diacylglycerol or Ca²⁺. Hence PKC enzymes play important roles in several signal transduction cascades such as mediating cellular responses to extracellular stimuli involved in proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, and exocytotic release in a number of non-neuronal and sperm cells (74-77). Moreover, PKC is localized in the equatorial segment of the sperm and in the principal piece of the flagellum and hence plays a role in sperm motility (78,79). Therefore, a decrease in PKC activity, induced by cell phone usage, may lead to a decline in flagellar activity, thereby negatively affecting sperm motility.

Kesari et al. found a decrease in the levels of PKC activity in adult male Wistar rats (12 rats, 70 days old, approximately 200 g body weight) when exposed to EMW radiation (0.9 w/kg SAR x 2 h/day x 35 days) (23). Cell phone radiation-related increase in ROS and/or calcium efflux leads to decrease activity of PKC. Also, radiation from cell phones may cause alterations in the mitochondrial membranes of human spermatozoa, leading to changes in ATP production, which decreases overall power availability to the sperm, and thus decreasing motility (80).

Short-term exposure to RF-EMW may also lead to an increase in the activity of plasma membrane NADH oxidase enzyme, which in turn increases ROS formation (10). Chronic exposure to EMW radiation, in association with excess ROS exposure, leads to activation of heat shock proteins (hsp) as a protective response (81). The job of these hsp is to combine with vital enzymes, forming a protective layer around these enzymes. This in turn shields them from damage. However, this activation stops the hsp from working properly and interferes with metabolism of the sperm (Figure-5). In addition, heat shock proteins have been discovered to stabilize endothelial stress fiber and alter secretion of basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF). This in turn can lead to an increase in the permeability of blood-testis barrier and cause infertility (27).

c- Alteration in sperm proliferative activity and apoptosis

Spermatogenesis is an active proliferative process consisting of two phases: the mitotic phase and the meiotic phase. The cell cycle is regulated by a control system formed by molecules that trigger and coordinate key events. These molecules act primarily on two important check points in the cell cycle, G0 to G1, and G2 to M. Protein kinases are the best examples of such molecules because they can activate or deactivate other proteins via phosphorylation. However, these kinases themselves require a second protein, a cyclin, to become activated. Histone kinase is one such protein, containing a Cdc2 catalytic subunit which must bind with cyclin B to form a maturation promoting factor. This activated Histone kinase thereby regulates the transition from G2 to M (82,83).

Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of histones is the prime mechanism observed in metaphase and anaphase respectively in both meiosis and mitosis. Decreased activity of histone kinase in sperm has been associated with defective progression in the cell cycle and defective spermatogenesis. Kesari et al. have shown a statistically significant decrease in mean activity of histone kinase 1 in semen of rats post EMW radiation (SAR 0.9 W/kg) as compared to the controls. This decline in the level of histone kinase, indicates a decrease in G2/M phase activity (Figure-5) (40).

As aforementioned, PKC is the key regulator of many cellular processes including the cell cycle. Decrease in the PKC activity is associated with a decline in G2/M transition and increase in the apoptotic phase (23). Kim et al. reported that long-term exposure to EMF has adverse effects on the proliferation and differentiation of spermatogonia, which may be important in understanding the pathogenesis of EMF induced male infertility (84).

There are reports on the effect of cell phone radiation in provoking apoptosis in sperm.
Apoptosis is a programmed cellular death, a natural process required to remove old and senescent sperm. During spermiogenesis, apoptosis plays a key role in adjusting the appropriate number of proliferating germ cells associated with the surrounding Sertoli cells. However, there are certain external factors which may lead to an increase in the rate of apoptosis, such as exposure to radiation and presence of H₂O₂. Kesari and Behari have reported increased apoptosis in Leydig cells of testis due to microwave exposure at 2.45 GHz (0.11 W/kg of SAR x 35 days of exposure) (85). The same study showed an increased DNA fragmentation index (DFI) in sperm resulting from exposure to mobile phone and microwave oven frequencies. The DFI was measured by TUNEL (apoptosis detection assay) and confirmed with flowcytometer (85,86).

The regulation of apoptosis is based on the intracellular dominance of various proteins that induce or inhibit the apoptotic process, such as BAX, Bcl and caspase-3. (87). Caspases are present as inactive precursors and activated by initiator caspase through autoactive proteolysis (88). The initiator caspases 8 and 9 with effector caspase 3 are considered the main executors of apoptosis (89). The effector caspase 3 shares both pathways - mitochondrial pathway through caspase 9 and death-receptor pathway through initiator caspase 8 (90). The mitochondrial pathway is triggered by various intracellular stimuli (for example DNA damage, cytoskeletal damage, endoplasmic reticulum stress, and macromolecular synthesis inhibition) that induce mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilisation (MOMP), which is followed by the release of cytochrome c and the formation of the apoptosome (91). Usually caspase-9 and caspase-3 are activated to execute apoptosis. Caspase-3 activities were increased in in-vivo studies in mice and rat L929 cells after exposures to RF radiation, indicating effects on apoptosis (92). Kesari et al. reported an increase in rate of apoptotic sperm (P < 0.005) with a significant decrease (P = 0.022) in G2/M phase after 2 hours of mobile phone exposure for 35 days (40).

However, an induction of increased hsp27 activation by the RF-EMW exposure may also lead to inhibition of the apoptotic pathway (involving apoptosome and caspase 3) (27). This event, when occurring in RF-EMF exposed cells, that previously underwent either spontaneous or external factor-induced transformation/damage, could support survival of these transformed or damaged cells (93). Caspases activated by apoptotic signals cleave various cellular substrates such as actin, poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase, fodrin and lamin, which may be responsible for the morphological changes that occur in the cells. Therefore, activation of apoptosis and concurrent activation of anti-apoptotic pathways may be responsible for increased morphological abnormalities in sperm which have been shown in various studies (Table-1).

d- Mobile phone induced DNA damage and micronuclei formation

The effects of RF-EMW on DNA damage have been demonstrated in different tissues and in various studies in the last decade (94-98). De Iuliis et al. have shown high level of sperm DNA damage due to RF-EMW and reported that this damage is mainly oxidative in nature (21). Aitken et al. reported significant damage to the mitochondrial and nuclear genome in epididymal spermatozoa of mice exposed to RF-EMW (900 MHz for 12 hrs/day x 7 days) (25). By compiling the data from various studies in different tissue, the risk of EMW related DNA damage is seemingly real, particularly when there is clear evidence of increased oxidative stress.

The other evidence for EMW induced chromatin damage comes from identification of micronuclei. Micronuclei (MN) are small bodies in the cytoplasm in the vicinity of the nucleus of the interphase cells. These micronuclei may originate fromacentric fragments (chromosome fragments lacking a centromere) due to clastogenic mutagen or from whole chromosomes which are unable to migrate with the rest of the chromosomes during anaphase of cell division (lagging chromosome) due to aneugenic mutagen. Micronucleus testing is one of the more sensitive tests used to identify the genotoxic effect of a broad range of the mutagenic and presumably carcinogenic pharmaceutical compounds and radiation exposure in somatic and germ cells (99).
Cell phone EMW radiation may have a clastogenic impact on chromatin integrity. To investigate this damage, micronucleus testing is implemented. The micronucleus assay usually uses animal bone marrow and/or peripheral blood erythrocytes exposed to potential genotoxic sources, such as cell phone radiation, to test for chromatin damage. Counting of micronucleated Polychromatic Erythrocytes (PCE) and the ratio of PCE/NCE (normochromatic erythrocytes) in stained slides is performed. Flowcytometry is also used due to its sensitivity and specificity over manual counting. The normal PCN/NCE ratio is reported to be 1:1 in bone marrow. An increase in NCEs signals a cytotoxic effect; whereas an increase in PCEs reflects a stimulation of erythrocyte proliferative activity (100). Furthermore, an increase in micronucleated PCEs in the bone marrow gives clear evidence of chromatin insult (100). Kesari et al. recently showed a significant increase (P < 0.002) in micronucleated PCEs of mobile phone exposed group (0.67 ± 0.15) as compared with control group (1.36 ± 0.07), where a decrease was recorded by comparing the ratio of PCE (polychromatic erythrocyte) and NCE (normochromatic erythrocyte) in blood cells. They also found a significant increase in MN levels in bone marrow cultures when irradiated at a mobile phone frequency for 35 days (SAR 0.9 W/kg) (40).

Specifically speaking, it is now clear that cell phone EMW even at a SAR of 0.9 W/Kg can have harmful effects not only at the DNA level but also at the chromatin level (Figure-5). However, it is not clear whether EMW radiation has a direct breaking effect on chromatin or exerts the damage through other mediators such as ROS.

**e- Hormonal changes in response to EMW radiation**

Testes perform two important functions: spermatogenesis and steroidogenesis. Leydig cells secrete testosterone which has the regulatory role in stimulating and maintaining sperm production. Also, the pituitary gland regulates male reproduction through production of luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle stimulating hormone (FSH). LH stimulates Leydig cells to produce testosterone and maintains their function. The impact of cell phone EMW radiation on testicular steroidogenesis is thereby examined in two circumstances: on Leydig cells and on the pituitary gland.

Nearly all the studies in this field were conducted on animals to control the exposure and to ensure that the measured variables are related to the exposed electromagnetic radio waves. Wang et al. suggested in their study on mice, that Leydig cells are among the most susceptible cells to EMW and that injury to these cells may affect spermatogenesis (101). Oxidative stress and EMW induced alteration in PKC enzyme complex which is present in seminiferous tubules and Leydig cells, can explain the deranged function of Leydig cells in response to cell phone (77).

Also, a decrease in serum testosterone in the exposed group in comparison to the controls was observed (101). EMW not only alters serum testosterone, but also affects the expression of mRNA for P450 cholesterol side chain lyase (the first enzyme in steroidogenesis) in Leydig cells (102). Serum testosterone was significantly reduced in EMW exposed group compared to the control group (p < 0.05); although there were no demonstrable changes in FSH, LH, or interstitial histology. The authors concluded that the normal FSH and LH levels may be explained by minimal exposure of EMW on the anterior pituitary which leads to inhibition of excessive FSH and LH release in response to low testosterone (29). In addition, Forgacs et al. found an increase in testosterone level in the experimental group after a two week exposure (33). Moreover, Salama et al. measured androgen-dependent secretory activity of accessory sex glands in rabbits exposed to cell phone radiation, and discovered significant decline in seminal plasma fructose in the exposed group (post 10 weeks of exposure). However, the authors did not find any difference in serum testosterone levels between study groups. These findings were attributed to possible alteration in testosterone receptors or increased oxidative stress on male accessory glands (103).
The pituitary gland and subsequent gonadotropins production have also been studied in humans and animal models exposed to EMW emitted from cell phones. De Seze et al. examined the gonadotropins concentrations of anterior pituitary hormones FSH and LH in 21 healthy males after applying 900 MHz RF radiation emitted from a cell phone (2h/day x 5 days/week x 1 month) and found no effect (104). However, the duration of RF radiation exposure in their study might not be sufficient to produce any significant effect. Other studies also failed to prove pituitary gonadotropins alteration in humans or animals exposed to cell phone (33,105,106).

However, a recent report by Fang et al. showed progressive histological derangement in rats’ pituitary glands exposed to high level of EMW (200kv/m) in form of swollen mitochondria as well as dilatation of Golgi complex and diffusive lysosomes. With increasing duration of exposure and EMW energy, mitochondrial vacuolization, formation of myelin figures, distinct dilatation of endoplasmic reticulum, occurrence of numerous secondary lysosomes, and clustering of heterochromatin under the nuclear membranes could be observed (107). Despite the fact that the level of electrical field strength used in this experiment is higher than the current level found in modern cell phones, it should be noted that this level of radiation can cause substantial damage. Therefore, every effort should be undertaken to prevent any further increase in the radiation and electrical strength levels found in today’s cell phones.

Controversy regarding cell phone studies
In the past dozen years there have been many studies which suggest a possible detrimental effect of cell phone usage on spermatozoa and male fertility (Table-1). However, there have been just as many studies which suggest there is no correlation between among mobile phone electromagnetic wave radiation and semen parameters (Table-2). Why it is that such controversy and debate exists? The answer to this heated question lies in the difficulties that arise when designing a cell phone study.

Repeateable study design is hard to achieve due to a variety of factors including an appropriate control group, cell types used, and testing protocol. For every scientifically conclusive study there must be an appropriate control group against which results of a stimulus can be compared. Unfortunately, for cell phone studies in humans it is often difficult to attain a standardized group of individuals of reproductive age who have never had exposure to any form of mobile telecommunications device. When individuals lacking exposure to cellular devices are found, they are often older, introducing plethora external variables into the experiment including age-related fertility decline, and increased lifelong exposure to toxins. Therefore individuals with “minimal” exposure to cell phone electromagnetic radiation are often used as a baseline during in vivo testing.

Experiment design is yet another large deterrent to conclusive results concerning cell phones and human health. There is no standardized assay for analyzing the effects of cell phone exposure. No generally accepted SAR testing value has been agreed upon, cell types in the context of spermatozoa maturity and origin (testis vs. epididymis) vary from experiment to experiment, and even the models for exposure differ. Variations in the distance between the mobile device and the exposed sample or testis, length of exposure in various transmission modes (standby vs. talk), and even the type of mobile device used are all variables which contribute to the ambiguity of results regarding cell phones.

Moreover, the SAR in a biological body depends on several exposure parameters such as frequency, intensity, polarization, radiation source-body configuration (the far-field and the near-field) and the presence of reflecting surfaces nearby. The SAR also depends on the size, shape and electrical properties of the body. The spatial distribution of the SAR inside the body is usually highly non-uniform and depends on all of the above parameters. Animals have different body sizes, anatomical characteristics of reproductive tract and geometry from human and these differences make the application of the results of animal studies on human is seemingly arguable.
### Table 2 - Recent Cell Phone Studies - Contradicting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>n/ Species</th>
<th>Age/category</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dasdag '03 (26)</td>
<td>16'/ Sprague-Dawley rats</td>
<td>RF-EMR 250 mW @ 0.52 W/kg SAR. 20 min/day x 1 month</td>
<td>No statistically significant alterations in testicular function or structure</td>
<td>Peak SAR at 3.13 W/kg. For control group (8 rats) unpowered cell phones placed under cage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yan '07 (113)</td>
<td>16'/ Sprague-Dawley rats</td>
<td>RF-EMR 1.9 Hz @ distance of 1 cm for 6 h/day x 18 weeks</td>
<td>No statistically significant (P&gt;0.05) decrease in sperm count</td>
<td>Abnormal clumping was present in exposed sperm decrease in sperm count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wdowiak '07 (19)</td>
<td>304'/ human</td>
<td>Males of reproductive age visiting an infertility clinic</td>
<td>RF-EMR 900 MHz for 5 min</td>
<td>No statistically significant (P &gt; 0.05) decrease in sperm count</td>
<td>This study, however, did find statistically significant differences in sperm motility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erogul '06 (114)</td>
<td>27'/ human</td>
<td>Males of reproductive age, Normospermic</td>
<td>RF-EMR 900 MHz for 5 min</td>
<td>No statistically significant (P &gt; 0.05) decrease in sperm count</td>
<td>This study, however, did find statistically significant differences in sperm motility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Furthermore, there are ethical considerations that must be taken into account which inhibit exposure testing in vivo. For this reason trials must be conducted either in animal models or in vitro ejaculated samples. One complication that arises when using ejaculated neat samples is determining the exact location of the exposure device which would mimic real life conditions. In order to establish a reliable standard for distance between the device and the sample, our group conducted a series of simulations using the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method. This method provided a computer-assisted simulation showing the equivalent effect of multiple tissue layers between an EMW emitting cell phone and the spermatozoa in the testis. Our results showed that in order to mimic in vivo exposure, the distance between a cell phone and an ejaculated semen sample should be 0.8 cm to 1.8 cm greater than the anticipated distance between the cell phone and the testis (108). Using these results we can now establish more accurate future studies.

Lastly, government agencies release ambiguous notices concerning cell phone exposure and human health. For example, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) states “the scientific community at large believes that the weight of scientific evidence does not show an association between exposure to radiofrequency from cell phones and adverse health outcomes. However, the scientific community recommends conducting additional research to address gaps in knowledge” (109). Until there is a formalized assay for testing, which accounts for external variables and has an appropriate control group, no substantial conclusions can be drawn regarding cellular telephones, their associated electromagnetic wave radiation, and alterations to human health.

What does the future have in store?

As our race continues to develop and increase in technological complexity, our cell phones must also improve. Old “talk and text” phones have been replaced with the “Smartphone”, and large, multifunction touch screens have outdated actual keys. However, one rarely stops to think what these advances may mean in terms of our health.

There has been a demonstrated increase in the SAR of popular mobile phones. In 2005 the hottest “must have” mobile device was the Motorola RazR, which carried an associated 0.89 SAR. Then in 2007, Apple introduced its iPhone, forever changing the mobile telecommunications industry. However, this new device came with a SAR of 0.98. Then again in 2008, Apple introduced a newer, more advanced iPhone 3G, giving the user the capability to carry around the Internet in their pocket. However, they also delivered us a SAR of 1.388 (110). The industry replies to the user’s demands and the advances in technology delivers not only increasing capability but also higher SAR.

Furthermore, globalization has allowed the consumer to bypass country boundaries and purchase consumer goods previously unavailable or restricted. The frequent international traveler can now purchase cellular phones which can function on all four signal frequencies: 850, 900, 1800 and 1900 MHz. These “quad-band” phones may be convenient for the globetrotters, yet the increased capabilities may mean additional health risks. However, not all technological advances are increasingly detrimental to human health. Recently in the United States, AT&T chose to switch from a 1800 MHz signal frequency to 850 MHz signal frequencies, in order to keep up with user demand. This switch provides customers with better quality calls due to decrease in traffic over the network; and it also allowed for AT&T to provide a reliable nationwide Internet service for their mobile devices, the 3G network. This change utilizes a lower intensity signal and therefore may be less detrimental to the user.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURISTIC VIEW

Today’s advances in technology may be associated with increasing risk to the human user. While no certain conclusions can be drawn from the evidence, a growing number of studies indicate a decrease in male fertility associated with cellular
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Phone usage. These cellular devices emit radio-frequency electromagnetic waves which may hinder spermatozoa quality as well as encumber normal bodily functions. Our review presents data which both supports and rejects these claims. The antagonistic data is due to the lack of a standardized assay for mobile device analysis. Until there is a formalized test, which includes an adequate control group, no conclusive results can be drawn.

The SAR in a biological body depends on several exposure parameters such as frequency, intensity, and polarization. The SAR also depends on the size, shape and electrical properties of the body. Exposure of the testis and secondary sex organs to RF-EMW’s has shown a detrimental effect on spermatozoa. Changes on the macro-scale (morphology, motility, and count) as well as the microscale (PKC, HSP, histone kinases) can be observed. The exact mechanisms of how this RF-EMW may affect the spermatozoa have not yet been verified, although many feasible models have been proposed.

Cellular phones are a vital part of everyday life, and additional studies are needed to evaluate the consequences of increasing usage of new-age “Smartphones.” Based on the results of future studies, government may decide on new regulations to reduce the risks associated with cell phone usage.
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